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Sudtipos END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
By installing any Sudtipos fonts on a computer you or your company owns, you are indicating that you 
agree that the fonts being installed are the exclusive property of Sudtipos, and you or your company 
have a license of that property under the following terms and conditions:

A) NUMBER OF MACHINES

You can install the font(s) up to two computer used in conjunction with two physical output device.

The physical output device mentioned can be an inkjet printer, laser printer, offset press, silkscreener, 
vinyl cutter. If you have any other physical output devices you think may qualify under this clause. You 
can contact us if you have a different output device.

If you want to license Sudtipos fonts for more than two computer or two output device, you must 
upgrade your license to a multiple-device one. A multiple-device license includes the exact same terms 
as a standard license, but with a higher number of devices allowed. Multiple-device licenses come with 
automatic discounts, based on the number of devices you want the license to cover. Our Multiple-User 
Licensing Table can be found in section E of this document.

B) STANDARD PERMISSIONS AND SPECIAL LICENSING

USE WITH ANY SOFTWARE You can use Sudtipos fonts with any software that supports them. This 
includes mainstream retail software such as Microsoft, Adobe, Macromedia, Apple, Corel or any other 
software retailer’s programs, or proprietary software you or your company may have had custom-made 
for special tasks.

EMBEDDING PERMISSION You can embed Sudtipos fonts in certain electronic documents. This includes 
PDF, Flash and Microsoft Office documents (such as Word or Powerpoint), or multimedia files, but 
please make sure, if at all possible, that you do not embed the complete character set. 

EPUB LICENSING The standard permission to embed Sudtipos fonts in electronic documents does not 
apply to commercial electronic publications (such as files of epub and mobi type). Embedding and use 
in electronic publications requires a special kind of licensing and pricing. If the font(s) you are licensing 
come from one of our distributors, and the distributor has a commercial electronic publications 
licensing system approved by Sudtipos, the distributor's licensing terms and pricing are the ones 
relevant to your transaction, in addition to this current document. If the distributor doesn't have such a 
licensing system in place, licensing for commercial electronic publications use can be obtained directly 
through Sudtipos, according to the ePub Licensing Table found in section E of this document. Direct 
licensing can be obtained by contacting Sudtipos through any of the channels found in section D of this 
document.

WEBFONT LICENSING You can use Sudtipos fonts for simple web-related tasks, like making raster 
images or navigation elements to display on your web site. If you want to use Sudtipos fonts as 
“webfonts”, whereby you include them in your CSS code so that they appear live in web site 
documents, you must obtain another license appropriate to that particular use. If the font(s) you are 
licensing come from one of our distributors, and the distributor has a webfonts licensing system 
approved by Sudtipos, the distributor's licensing terms and pricing are the ones relevant to your 
transaction, in addition to this current document. If the distributor doesn't have such a licensing 
system in place, licensing webfonts use can be obtained directly through Sudtipos, according to the 
Webfonts Licensing Table found in section E of this document. Direct licensing can be obtained by 
contacting Sudtipos through any of the channels found in section D of this document.

WEB APP LICENSING If you want to make Sudtipos fonts available as part of a dynamic interface for a 
server-based program (such as a Flash or PHP/Javascript program), or include them in a web 
browser-based program, you must obtain a special web application integration license. If the font(s) 
you are licensing come from one of our distributors, and the distributor has an application integration 
licensing system approved by Sudtipos, the distributor's licensing terms and pricing are the ones 
relevant to your transaction, in addition to this current document. If the distributor doesn't have such a 
licensing system in place, licensing font for web application integration can be obtained directly through 
Sudtipos, according to the Web App Licensing Table found in section E of this document. Direct 
licensing can be obtained by contacting Sudtipos through any of the channels found in section D of this 
document.

MOBILE APP LICENSING If you want to use Sudtipos fonts interactively as part of a dynamic interface 
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in a mobile app, you must obtain a special mobile app license. If the font(s) you are licensing come 
from one of our distributors, and the distributor has a mobile app licensing system approved by 
Sudtipos, the distributor's licensing terms and pricing are the ones relevant to your transaction, in 
addition to this current document. If the distributor doesn't have such a licensing system in place, 
licensing font for web application integration can be obtained directly through Sudtipos, according to 
the Mobileeb App Licensing Table found in section E of this document. Direct licensing can be obtained 
by contacting Sudtipos through any of the channels found in section D of this document.

You can install Sudtipos fonts to be served internally to users at your company, provided that you have 
purchased an appropriate license for the amount of users who will have access to the fonts, according 
to the Multi-User Licensing Table found in section E of this document.
You cannot give away copies of Sudtipos fonts in ways that do not comply with the rest of this 
agreement. For example: you cannot make any Sudtipos fonts available for download on the internet, 
email them to your friends, upload them to public internet file transfer or storing channels. Please 
respect the value of what we do, so that we keep having an incentive to continue doing it.

You cannot resell Sudtipos fonts through any medium unless you have written authorization from us to 
be a Sudtipos distributor. This also means you cannot modify Sudtipos fonts then sell the resulting 
modification.

If you are wondering about a particular type of usage we didn't include in this agreement, just drop us 
a line or give us a call and we will put your mind at ease. See section D for a way get in touch.

C) SUPPORT AND VERSION UPGRADES
All Sudtipos fonts undergo thorough testing before they are available for licensing, but if we did 
something wrong and the font you licensed doesn't perform up to your expectations, we will replace it 
with a satisfactory copy. Please make sure you include the order number or have the purchase receipt 
available when you ask for an exchange.

D) Sudtipos CONTACT INFORMATION
Sudtipos can be contacted through these usual means of communication:

POSTAL MAIL:
Sudtipos
Jorge Newbery 3988
C1427EGS Buenos Aires
Argentina

EMAIL AND WEB:
sudtipos@gmail.com
sudtipos@sudtipos.com
www.sudtipos.com
Telephone: +54 11 45537075

E) SPECIAL LICENSING PRICING TABLES
MULTI-USER LICENSING TABLE
# of Users Price (x Base Price)
1-2 1
3-5 1.5
6-10 2
11-20 3
21-30 4.5
31-50 9
51-100 12
101-200 18
201-500 30
501-1000 45

EPUB LICENSING TABLE
Licensing Sudtipos fonts for eBooks is priced per publication, with an option to license for unlimited publications. The 
price per application is 2x base price. The unlimited application option is 10x base price. Please note that multi-user 
licensing still applies to the number of users, regardless of the number of publications being licensed.

WEBFONT LICENSING TABLE
Webfont licensing is also similar to the multi-user licensing system, but applies to the range of monthly page views. 
It can also be in conjunction with standard desktop licensing, as follows:

Webfont only, 10,000 monthly page views: Base price.
Desktop only: Base price, as per Multi-User Licensing Table.
Desktop + 10,000 monthly pageviews: Same as b, plus 0.5x base price.
Desktop + 100,000 monthly pageviews: Same as b, plus 2x base price.
Desktop + 1,000,000 monthly pageviews: Same as b, plus 4x base price.
Desktop + 10,000,000 monthly pageviews: Same as b, plus 8x base price.
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Desktop + unlimited webfont use: Same as b, plus 16x base price.

WEB APP LICENSING TABLE
Licensing Sudtipos fonts for web application integration is priced per application, with an option to license for 
unlimited applications. The price per application is 20x base price. The unlimited application option is 100x base 
price. Please note that multi-user licensing still applies to the number of users, regardless of the number of 
publications being licensed.

MOBILE APP LICENSING TABLE
Licensing Sudtipos fonts for mobile application integration is priced per application, with an option to license for 
unlimited applications. The price per application is 10x base price. The unlimited mobile app option is 50x base 
price. Please note that multi-user licensing still applies to the number of users, regardless of the number of 
publications being licensed.
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